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General lnstructions:

1. All questions are compulsory.

2. The question paper consists of 30 questions divided into four sections A, B, C and D.

3. Section A contains 6 questions of 1 mark each. Section B contains 6 questions of 2 marks

each. Section C contains 1O questions of 3 marks each. Section D contains 8 questions of 4

marks each.

 .There is no overall choice. However,an internal choice has been provided in four questions of 3

marks each and two questions of 4 maks each, You have to attempt only one of the

alternatives in all such questions.

4. Use of calculators is not permitted.

SECTION - A (1x6=6)

1. Find an irrational number between 1 and ;
2. Write an equation of a line passingthrough {2 ,-3 }

3. In the given figure AB is a diameter of the circle and AC = BC, then find ZCAB

4. One side of an equilateral triangle measures 8 cm. Find its altitude.

5. A sphere, a cylinder and a cone are of the same radius and same height .Find the ratio of their
curved surface areas

6. In a cricket match, a batsman hits a boundary 4 times out of 30 balls, he plays. Find the
probability that he did not hit a boundary.

SECTION - B(2x6=12)

7. Find the remainder when x3 + 3x2 + 3x + 1 is divided by x + 1

8.Theanglesofaquadrilateral areintheratio3:5:9:13.Findall theanglesofthe
quadrilateral.



9. P and Q are any two points lying on the sides DC and AD respectively of a parallelogram ABCD.

Show that ar{APB} =artBQC) '

10. The total surface area of a cube is 96cm2. Find its volume

11. An isosceles triangle has perimeter 30 cm and each of the equal sides is 12 cm. Find the area

of the triangle

12. Find the median and mode of \4,25,L4,28,L8,!7,!8,!4,2g,22,!4,18.

SECTION - C(3x10=30)

13. Expres s 0.32727... in the torm ?where p and q are integers and q * 0

Or

Represent tt7.2 on a number line

14. Evaluate the following using suitable identities

(a) 103 x L07 (b) (se)3

15. After 5 years the age of Jacob will be three times that of his son. Write a linear equation in

two variables to represent this statement. Find two solutions of the equation.

16. State Euclid's Fifth postulate and its equivalent version with the help of a diagram.

17. Prove that the sum of the three angles of a triangle is 1800

Or

Prove that if two lines intersect each other,then the vertically opposite angles are equal.

18 ABC is a triangle in which altitudes BE and CF to sides AC and AB are equal. Show that

i) A ABE = AACF ii) AB = AC

Or

S is any point on the side QR of APQR . Prove that PQ+QR+RP > 2PS.

P

L9. Prove that the angle subtended by an arc at the centre is double the angle subtended

by it at any point on the remaining part of the circle
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20' A park' in theshape of a quadrifateraf AB.D, has Z c= g'e, AB = g m, BC =L2tCD = 5 m and AD = g m. How much area does ii occupy?

ffi,li :[Hl#,l':ffo*,rn the rrequencies ror the outcomes 1",2,3, 4,5 and 6ven n the follouri table.
Outcome: 1 2 3.

7A

4 5 6FrequencV:

-

ind tho r.r^
72 65 71 63 59d the probability of

(i) getting a number f ess than 3. (ii) getting a prime number(iii) getting a number more than 4.

22' shsw that the diagonafs of a paraf lefogram divide it into four triangfes of equar area

fF?;iflX'fj"ff:,u, 1 Dc,"fi. i AD rrAB = 16cm, AE =B cm and

SECT| ON - D{4x8=32}

23.simptitu #-#
24. Construct a triangle peR in which /-R = 45o,
25. Factorise x3 + j.3xz + 32x + 2A.

LQ= 60o and Pe + eR + Rp = 11cm.

Or

Yrn:ff,f;oo'sible 
expressions for the dimensions of the cuboid whose vorume is

tt 
,::':,lh:':?:;J il:H::"'"" 

x + 2y= 8' From the graph, check whether (-1, -2)

27 ' rn which quadrant or on which axis do each of the points (_ 2, 4r, (3, _ 1), (_!,0), (0,5)(1' 2) and (- 3,- 5) rie? write the ordinate and abscissa of the point (_ 2, 4)
Z8'ABCD is a quadrifateraf in which p, Q, R and s are mid-points of the sides AB, Bc, cDand DA. Show that peRS is a paraf fefogram.

Or

AAB. is right angled at c ' A f ine through the mid-point M of hypotenuse AB and pararelto BC intersects AC at D. Show that CM = MA = 1AB ' ."vrL



29. The following table gives the life times of 400 neon ramps:

Life time (in hoursl No of lamps
300 - 40a L4
400 - 500 56
500 - 600 60
500 - 700 86
700 - 800 74
800 - 900 62
900 - 1000 48

(i) Represent the given information with the help Ja histogram.
(ii) How many lamps have a life time of more than 700 hours?

30' A heap of wheat is in the form of a cone, the diameter of whose base is gm andheight 3m' Find its volume. The heap is to be.ou.red br.."r".tio protect it fromrain' Find the area of the canvas required. what value is depicted by protecting wheat ,-'frorn rain ?


